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ABSTRACT

Several types of commercial sensor platforms exist for data acquisition in urban terrain. But when it comes down to
purchasing data for a particular purpose, a mismatch between level of detail, age of information and price of data emerges.
High resolution images that have an age of less than one week are not available at any reasonable price. Such data will be
important to generate up to date city models with a high level of detail for various applications. Current research begins
to focus on the computation of sensor trajectories from video sequences in real time which will lead to fast “structure
from motion” and finally to the fully automatic generation of city models in very short time. In order to acquire suitable
input data for such a processing chain, we have chosen to equip a small remote controlled model aircraft with a video
camera. This paper will give a detailed overview of the system, report some experiences we had with a first setup, outline
the processing chain and present preliminary results we obtained from the first video sequences.

1 INTRODUCTION

Several types of commercial sensor platforms exist for data
acquisition in urban terrain. Typically these are satellites,
airplanes and more recently also vehicles that gather data
either at a more or less regular time interval or on demand.
But when it comes down to purchasing data for a particular
purpose, a mismatch between level of detail, age of infor-
mation and price of data emerges. Optimizing one or two
of these properties inevitably makes the remaining worse.
High resolution images with a pixel size of approx. 10 cm,
covering a district of a town, that show both roofs and fa-
cades of buildings, and that have an age of less than one
week are not available at any reasonable price. Such data
will be important to generate up to date city models with
a high level of detail for various applications such as deci-
sion making for city planning or augmented reality sys-
tems. Current research begins to focus on the computa-
tion of sensor trajectories from video sequences in real
time. (Nist́er, 2004) This will lead to fast “structure from
motion” and finally to the fully automatic generation of
city models in very short time. In order to acquire suit-
able input data for such a processing chain, we have cho-
sen to equip a small remote controlled model aircraft with
a video camera. This paper will give a detailed overview
of the system, report some experiences we had with a first
setup, outline the processing chain and present preliminary
results we obtained from the first video sequences.

2 SENSOR PLATFORM

2.1 The first try: Wingo Porter

The focus for our first model had been based on two ma-
jor points, payload capacity and size. Rough calculations
yielded an anticipated payload of not more than 500 g. The
smallest model aircraft that could carry this much accord-
ing to its technical specifications (Tab. 1) was the “Wingo

Figure 1: Styrofoam model Wingo Porter.

Porter” (Fig. 1). This is a styrofoam aircraft with two en-
gines, an open loading bay for the camera and other equip-
ment and a wingspan of 1.3 m.

Even though the design seems perfect at a first glance, it
soon turned out that the Wingo Porter had not been the
best choice:

• Having two airscrews mounted on the wings instead
of one on the nose leads to a slow response to steer-
ing commands because the steering gear is not inside
the main airflow. This makes it difficult to operate the
aircraft and avoid obstacles like e. g. trees when there
is some wind.

• Tests with dummy weights revealed that the engines
were to weak even for safe flights even with a lower
payload of about 0.3 kg. Stronger engines would be a
solution but can not be mounted because this leads to
unwanted additional stress to the wings.

• Styrofoam wears out under strain. The wings became
noticably more flexible after a few flights so that this
material is not fit for long term use.



Figure 2: Model of Piper J-3.

Table 1: Specifications of Wingo Porter
Wingspan 1.3 m
Length 1.2 m
Basic weight 1.2 kg
Payload 0.5 kg
Propulsion 170 W electric
Flight duration 7–10 min
Material styrofoam

• Styrofoam breaks easily on harsh landings. Even
though it can be glued quite quickly, it remains in-
stable.

• During a test flight the cockpit broke apart in mid-air
because the wing struttings are attached to the landing
gear, leading to strain during a flight maneuver.

The risk of a crash landing that might damage the cam-
era was too high so that we stopped further testing of this
model with the full load. In the future, we will use the
Wingo Porter as a secondary platform to test single com-
ponents of the sensor equipment.

2.2 Second chance: Piper J-3

After the disappointment with the Wingo Porter we now
switch to a larger but more robust model aircraft. The new
aircraft will be the model of a Piper J-3 made of wood and
textile covering and with a wingspan of 2 m. (Fig. 2) For
the technical specifications see Tab. 2. The sensor equip-
ment can be mounted inside the hull and therefore is less
vulnerable to damage in the case of a crash landing. We an-
ticipate this model to be strong enough for a payload of 1–
2 kg because it is frequently used to tow model sailplanes
into the air. First test flights will commence in Spring 2005.

3 SENSOR EQUIPMENT

Since model aircrafts are not built to carry any significant
payload only small and lightweight devices can be used.
The sensor equipment that we have chosen will be de-
scribed in this section along with comments on our first
experiences. According to the planned usage, the emphasis
is on video acquisition and storage. In all cases, the power

Table 2: Specifications of Piper J-3
Wingspan 2.1 m
Length 1.3 m
Basic weight 1.8 kg
All up weight 3–4 kg
Propulsion 700 W electric
Flight duration 15 min
Materials wood / textile covering

supply for each device should be seperated from that of the
model aircraft in order to avoid interference with the high
frequencies from the remote control.

3.1 Tiny camcorder for onboard recording

The technically most simple solution to acquire and store a
video stream is to use a camcorder that contains the CCD
sensor as well as a storage device and a power supply. This
simplifies mounting of the camera because only an instal-
lation frame is necessary; there is no need for any wiring
for data transmission or power.

The consumer market offers a wide range of camcorders,
but most of them weigh at least 0.4 kg. Minimum weight
and size are mainly due to the type of recording device
which often is a tape drive. Finally, we made a decision for
the Panasonic SV-AV 100 (Fig. 3), a tiny video camera that
records on SD-RAM and weighs only 185 g but neverthe-
less features the full video resolution of 704x576 @ 25 fps
(Tab. 3).

The basic idea is to record the video onboard instead of
transmitting it via a downlink. Advantages are no loss
in data quality due to digital-analog-digital conversion or
transmission errors / dropouts. This camera seemed opti-
mal because it is very compact and has both power supply
and recording media in the same case.

There are a number of points that can be made about cam-
corders in general and the SV-AV 100 in particular:

• All camcorders at the lower end of the price range fea-
ture only interlaced CCD readout. Progressive scan,
i. e. non-interlaced video, is only available for expe-
sive semi-professional cameras. Since a small model
aircraft is a rather unstable platform, one has to deal



Figure 3: Camera Panasonic SV-AV 100. Size comparison
to a hole punch for A4 paper.

Table 3: Specifications of Panasonic SV-AV 100
Size 33×90×65 mm3

Weight 185 g
Sensor 1/6′′ CCD
Optics 2.3–23 mm
Video format 704×576 pixels, 25 fps, MPEG-2
Memory 512 MB (10 min)

with the interlace effects in the video in an appropri-
ate way.

• The SV-AV 100 uses MPEG-2 compression to store
video streams at the highest possible resolution.1

The image quality differs noticably from videos
recorded on DV-AVI due to the strong compression.

• The maximum recording time of the SV-AV 100 is
limited by the memory size of the SD-RAM card.
It is shipped with 512 MB which allows for 10 min,
whereas larger SD-RAM cards of 1 GB are already
on the market.

• The small size and simple form of the camera made it
easy to build a simple mounting frame.

Currently, there are not many competitors to the SV-
AV 100 at the market, so that a real comparison with other
products is not possible. The handling is very fine, but the
image quality could be improved.

3.2 Video downlink for external recording

As an alternative we also have built up a video transmission
downlink which allows to visualize the images of the on-
board camera on a monitor and/or recording of data from
camera modules with no such capabilities.

3.2.1 Transmitter and diversity receiver The video
link consists of a small PLL transmitter with a transmission
power of 10 mW and a transmission frequency of 2.4 GHz
(Fig. 5). In order to enhance transmission quality, an ad-
ditional booster with a transmission power of 200 mW is

1MPEG-4 is used for lower resolutions.

Figure 4: Diversity receiver.

Table 4: Specifications of TV camera module
Image sensor 1/4′′ CCD
Effective pixels 512×582
Resolution 380 TV lines
Signal system PAL
Lens f=3.6 mm, F=2.0
FOV 68◦

Size 26×22×31 mm3

Weight 30 g

used. According to the manual, this brings the range from
300 m without the booster up to 1300 m. Transmitter and
booster weigh without power supply a total of 13 g.

The second part of the video link is a diversity receiver
(Fig. 4) which is designed to reduce the disturbance of
video caused by reflections of the signal on walls. The di-
versity box receives all four incoming signals so that the
receiver can evaluate which signal is most suitable and au-
tomatically switch to that antenna.

First tests show an excellent image quality over this video
link which most probably is due to the diversity receiver.
Only very few glitches are contained in a video stream un-
der normal operating circumstances. The image quality is
similar to that of the camcorder and might even be better,
if a high quality sensor module and a good video recorder
would be used.

3.2.2 TV camera module The first camera module is
a mini board camera with a color CCD (Tab. 4). Its image
quality is comparable to that of the SV-AV 100 camcorder
even though it has a lower nominal resolution. One disad-
vantage is that it only has got an analog composite signal,
so that either a digital recorder or a framegrabber must be
used for input to the computer. On the other hand, a video
monitor can be directly attached to the receiver. The main
purpose of this camera is to provide the pilots sight during
the flight to adjust altitude or course while the camcorder
records the main data for evaluation. But as the image qual-
ity is surprisingly good, it might as well serve as the only
sensor for data capture.

3.2.3 IR camera module The second option is a small
thermal imager which allows to create city models with



Figure 5: TV camera module and transmitter mounted on
Wingo Porter. The transmitter is contained in the transper-
ent box at the rear end with the camera lens located directly
to the front of it.

Figure 6: Small IR-Camera with sensor head and addi-
tional circuit boards.

thermal signatures (Fig. 6). These could e. g. be used to
demonstrate heat loss from badly insulated buildings or for
urban activity monitoring. Since the thermal imager does
not come with onboard recording capabilities, it must be
used with the video downlink. One of the most impor-
tant features of this particular uncooled IR camera is the
very low integration time of only 4 ms. Longer integration
times lead to motion blurring due to platform movement
that lowers the image quality drastically.

When used along with the SV-AV 100, the camcorder’s
zoom can be set according to the focal length of the thermal
imager so that both fields of view match and data fusion is
possible. However it has not yet been tried to fit both cam-
eras into the small aircraft at the same time.

Table 5: Specifications of the IR camera module
Image sensor a-Si focal plane array
Pixels 320×240
Pitch 45µm
Thermal resolution NETD < 120 mK @ 300 K
Spectral range 8–14µm
FOV 41◦×31◦

Weight 250 g

3.3 GPS receiver

One of the main goals of the video processing is to recover
the sensor trajectory from the video stream alone. The
advantage would be that no additional cross-referencing
of navigation sensor and camera is necessary. On the
other hand, absolute coordinates are required for geo-
referencing. For this purpose we have tested the small GPS
receiver Garmin Geko 301 which has size and shape of
a cellular phone, weighs 85 g and is originally made for
outdoor trips, having the advantage of ruggedness and wa-
ter resistance. Besides standard GPS functionality and the
ability to record track points every two seconds it also fea-
tures a magnetic compass and a barometric altimeter.

First tests indicate that the position sampling every two
seconds is somewhat coarse, but the shape of the ground
path can be recognized and seems plausible. The height
readings – both with and without the altimeter enabled –
suffer from drift effects and are unusable. A different prob-
lem is the synchronization of the GPS and the video cam-
era because there exists no common time signal. A solution
could be to record the GPS receivers display of the clock
but there still would be an unknown time offset left.

As mentioned above, the acquisition of the flight path has
only a low priority. If future results show that a precise
external measurement of the sensor trajectory would be
advantageous, a better GPS system based on high quality
modules is necessary.

3.4 Planned equipment for the future

In the future, we plan to mount the camera on a remote
controlled tilt platform so that the viewing direction can be
adjusted during the flight.

4 PROCESSING CHAIN

In the preceding sections both the platform as well as
the sensor equipment has been presented. The task to be
solved is first to reconstruct the sensor trajectory and some
3D points from such sequences and then to model the ur-
ban environment. In this section, the general workflow will
be given along with some results for the first processing
steps. (Thoennessen et al., 2004)

The generation of a geometric model from a video se-
quence requires the knowledge about the pose of the cam-
eras as well as their calibration parameters. If these are
not known, such as for a model aircraft without navigation
sensors and stock camera modules, they have to be com-
puted from given point assignments. Such a task – simul-
taneous computation of inner and outer camera parameters
when no initial values are known – is commonly referred to
as auto or self calibration (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004).
An approach to self calibration and creating both model
and texture from only one data source is outlined.

It is well known among photogrammetrists and in the com-
puter vision community, that it is possible to retrieve struc-
ture from motion. Several images taken from different



Figure 7: Points generated from interest operator.

Figure 8: Flight trajectory recovered from video sequence.

viewpoints or the video stream of a moving camera provide
enough information to reconstruct both the sensor pose and
trajectory along with calibration parameters for the cam-
era, and the 3D-scene viewed by the camera. In (Hartley
and Zisserman, 2004) many aspects are covered in detail
so that only a brief overview will be given here.

Suppose an object point is imaged by one camera so that
the coordinates of its image are known. If a second cam-
era takes an image of the same scene, what is known about
the location of that particular object point in this image?
It turns out that its position is restricted to lie on a straight
line – namely the image of the viewing ray of the first cam-
era to the object point. This line is called the epipolar line
and its parameters for any point are defined by the rela-
tive pose of the two cameras and their inner parameters
(e. g. the focal length) which describe the image forma-
tion inside the camera. Every known pair of corresponding
points thus yields one constraint. A total of at least seven
corresponding points between both images are exploited
to compute the fundamental matrix which expresses their

mathematical relation.

To generate the full sensor trajectory for a long image se-
quence the processing chain can be divided into three parts:
Point tracking, initial projective reconstruction and com-
plete reconstruction. The first part is to detect suitable im-
age features and track their position through the sequence.
The main reason is that in a typical video sequence the
camera shift in space is only small from one frame to the
next, but in order to retrieve 3D-information, different ob-
ject movement due to different depths must be visible in
the images. On the other hand, since neighboring images
do not change much it is easy to follow one object point
through the sequence. Initial track points are generated us-
ing a point interest operator like e. g. the Förstner operator.
Tracking of such points through the sequence is accom-
plished by point matching between image frames where
the cross correlation coefficient of the region surround-
ing the points serves as similarity measure. As an addi-
tional constraint for point displacements it can be exploited
that two neighboring images are linked by a planar pro-
jective transform. Point tracking is the crucial part of the
algorithm because any error introduced here could lead
to a wrong result later on. Therefore robust schemes like
e. g. RANSAC must be used for outlier detection.

Once all point tracks are completed, an initial reconstruc-
tion can be carried out. This consists of the creation of a co-
ordinate frame for two cameras and the computation of the
coordinates of some 3D points in that frame. Two images
are selected such that they are sufficiently apart to form a
proper stereo base, but still are connected by at least seven
points so that the fundamental matrix can be computed.
The two camera projection matrices can be recovered from
the fundamental matrix – but not uniquely. The first camera
can be chosen arbitrarily and for the second camera there
are still four degrees of freedom left. What can not be de-
termined from the images alone are absolute location and
orientation of the two cameras and their calibration. The
whole coordinate frame defined in this way differs from a
metric coordinate frame by a projective transform. How-
ever, it already is possible to compute 3D-coordinates of
the object points in the projective coordinate frame by tri-
angulation of corresponding image points.

The two remaining tasks are the calibration of the cameras
which also yields the transform from the projective to a
metric reference frame and the inclusion of all other im-
ages into the model. With the introduction of constraints
on the so far unconstrained inner parameters – e. g. focal
length is constant for all images – it is possible calibrate
the cameras. This has been done using the approach of the
absolute quadric; a virtual object which is located on the
plane at infinity. Its projection into the images is linked
to the calibration parameters of the cameras. Using con-
straints, the absolute quadric can be recovered, where an
appropriate parametrization directly results in both camera
calibration and the transform to a metric reference frame.

Using the already known object points and corresponding
image points, the camera pose can be estimated for other



Figure 9: Mosaic created by projection of image sequence
onto the ground.

images through resection in space. With the additional im-
ages there are more corresponding pairs of image points so
that their 3D-coordinates can be found via triangulation.
Repeating these two steps it is possible to cover the com-
plete video sequence. With known camera poses and pa-
rameters, detailed 3D-structure can be generated through
a dense stereo matching. Texture information is readily
available as the complete viewing geometry is known.

The advantage of this approach is that camera calibration
is not necessary to generate a result and that any simple
camera can be used. The cameras we intend to use have
a low geometric quality compared to true photogrammet-
ric devices because of weight restrictions. Nevertheless it
is anticipated that in combination with real time process-
ing, rapid generation of 3D-models is possible with such a
simple sensor system.

5 RESULTS

We already dispose of video sequences taken by a different
system. The basic question was whether or not self cali-
bration would work on such imagery at all. Therefore we
have used the commercial program MatchMover for some
test runs. In most cases the program came to plausible re-
sults, but some instability could be noted. If the constraints
on the internal camera parameters were too loose, the so-
lution would not converge. This is probably is due to the
restricted movement of the sensor platform which leaves
some of the camera parameters correlated. (Sturm, 2002)

Fig. 7 shows one frame of such a sequence with marked in-
terest points. The reconstructed sensor trajectory is shown
in Fig. 8 along with a projection of the frame onto the
ground. If all frames of the whole flight path are mapped
onto a surface, an image mosaic as shown in Fig. 9 can be
produced. An application could be rapid terrain mapping

e. g. for planning of rescue operations after a natural disas-
ter.

These are only preliminary results but they already show
the capabilities of a rather inexpensive airborne platform
coupled with automatic image processing techniques.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a simple and inexpensive sensor plat-
form that we intend to use for urban modelling purposes.
One of the experiences in the beginning was that a sim-
ple model aircraft might seem appropriate from the tech-
nical specifications but actually it is far better to choose a
slightly oversized model made of robust materials.

Regarding data acquisition, there currently exist two tech-
niques: Onboard recording and transmission via a video
downlink. The diversity receiver seemed to be the key to
an excellent quality of the transmitted videos. However, it
can not be said without more in depth tests which system
will be better in the long run. For special cameras like the
IR camera, a video link definitely is an alternative because
the transmitter weighs much less than an additional video
recorder on board the aircraft.

Probably the most unique feature of our system might be
the IR camera that allows to collect thermal information
both at day and night time. No tests have been conducted
so far, but we anticipate that this extra information could
be very valuable for urban monitoring purposes.

Finally, an overview of the processing chain along with
some preliminary results has been shown. Once the system
is running, the main work will focus here with the empha-
sis on building reconstruction from the image sequences.
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